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Abstract
The atomic scale process by which proteins fold into their functional forms in aque-
ous solutions is still not well understood. While there is clearly an interplay between
specific sequence of the protein and the surrounding water solvent that leads to highly-
specific and reproducible folding in nature, there is still an ongoing debate concerning
how water molecules aid in driving protein folding. By using a combination of tech-
niques which provide information at the atomic level - neutron and X-ray diffraction
and computer simulations - the mechanism of folding in a series of peptides which only
vary with respect to the central side-chain residue has been determined. Specifically,
β-turn formation for the KGXGK peptide (with X=P,G,S or L) occurs via a two-step
water-driven attraction between specific sites on the peptide backbone. This proposed
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mechanism suggests both that the site-specific hydration of the backbone facilitates
the initial stages of protein folding and that this hydration interaction in combination
with the presence of a proline residue in the i+ 1 position helps to stabilize the folded
and intermediate folding state of the peptide in aqueous solutions leading to a greater
propensity for PG containing sequences to occur in β-turns in protein structures.
Introduction
Proteins are the essential working components in all living organisms. Their biological
function is intrinsically linked to the specific three-dimensional structure the amino acid
polymer adopts during folding. Although a universal mechanism by which proteins fold
remains unknown,1 it is clear that water plays an integral role in this process as folding
occurs in the presence of water. There are two conflicting theories as to how hydration
facilitates folding in vivo. One theory focuses on the entropically driven expulsion of water
from the hydrophobic core as the fundamental phenomenon for this process.2–5 In contrast,
more recent theories emphasize the importance of hydrophilic interactions - such as hydrogen
bond formation and water-bridging interactions6–13 and that folding occurs prior to water
being eliminated from the hydrophobic core of a protein.14
Turns are small secondary structure motifs that change the direction of the polypeptide
chain and it has previously been suggested that these folding sites may initiate the formation
of tertiary protein structure in solution.7,15–17 β-turns are four residue motifs. They are the
most common type of turns with a direct hydrogen bond between the carbonyl group of
the first residue and the amide group of the fourth residue (i → i + 3), where proline
and glycine residues are commonly found within β-turn sequences at the i + 1 and i + 2
positions, respectively.7,18–22 The sequential presence of these amino acids have been shown
to stabilize β-turns,23,24 and the XPGX’ sequence is found 20467 times in the UniProt Protein
Database,25 41% in β-turns. While other sequences such as XLGX’, XSGX’ or XGGX’ are
found less often as β-turns among the deposited structures in the same database (<30%).
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Both glycine and proline are somewhat unique among the amino acids, as glycine can easily
adopt a wider range of possible dihedral angles due to its small side chain and proline has
a relatively restricted φ angle. However, it is unclear how these conformational properties
influence the process of folding and if water plays an active role in the initiation of β-turn
formation.
Figure 1 The molecular structure and salient atomic labels for the KGPGK, KGGGK,
KGSGK, KGLGK peptides. The labeled bond refers to the respective rotational axes of the
dihedral angles. The varied residue of the third amino acid is R = H (for Gly3), R = C3H6
(for Pro3, -H on N3), R = CH2OH (for Ser3), R = CH2CH(CH3)2 (for Leu3).
One difficulties in investigating the role that solvation plays in the protein folding pro-
cess is due to the fact that naturally occurring proteins fold rapidly on the sub-second time
scale.26,27 As a result, it is difficult to observe proteins in the process of folding, especially
in the initial stages, by many experimental techniques. Further, the role of water in these
processes is particularly elusive as many measurements are relatively blind to the interac-
tions between water and peptides on the atomic scale where these interactions necessarily
occur in vivo. The reason for this is that many structural techniques do not directly probe
hydration and this involves hydrogen bonding, which is difficult to probe in solution by many
experimental techniques and as such the structure must be inferred from dynamical data.
Secondly, in solution, unlike what occurs in crystalline systems, individual water molecules
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can move and out of their specific positions during the folding process and as such structural
interactions, as measured by experiment, can be difficult to assess.
In the current work, the interplay between conformation and hydration in a series of
KGXGK peptides (lysine-glycine-X-glycine-lysine-NH2; X=P,L,G or S (Fig. 1)) in aqueous
solution has been investigated on the atomic scale in order to determine how both sequence
and the hydration of a specific sequence aid in the nucleation of β-turn formation. These
peptides have been specifically chosen because in solution they will not be fully folded.
Instead they will exist in a variety of folded states allowing for the observation of these
peptides in the process of folding, so that the role of water in the process of folding can be
probed directly. Further the variable central side chains have been chosen so that proline,
which occurs most often in β-turns can be compared with a non-polar (L), a polar (S) and
a highly flexible (G) residue. Finally, the lysine residues were chosen in order to add more
solubility and flexibility: solubility as the diffraction experiments require a relatively high
concentration of peptide to ensure that the scattering of the peptide itself is visible and
flexibility in order to observe intermediate peptide conformations in the process of folding.
The atomic scale details of the hydration and how this is coupled to folding in KGPGK has
been probed using a combination of diffraction measurements and computational techniques:
both molecular dynamics (MD) and Empirical Potential Structure Refinement (EPSR);28 a
Monte Carlo-based simulation that is constrained by a set of neutron and X-ray diffraction
data. The combination of diffraction experiments and computation provides experimentally
consistent models of structure and hydration of the different KGPGK conformations in
solution. The structure and hydration of the other KGXGK peptides have been assessed
using MD. The use of MD is particularly useful in the present work as it allows for an
understanding not only of the structure but also for a more direct assessment of the folding
process for all of the peptides investigated.
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Materials and Methods
Diffraction measurements and Empirical Potential Structure Refine-
ment
Neutron diffraction with isotopic substitution is the premier technique for determining the
structure and hydration of small molecules in a variety of solutions.7,9,29–38 Importantly, it
is one of the few techniques that can give direct structural assessment of hydrogen bond-
ing on the atomic length scale in solution due to the large difference in scattering from
hydrogen and deuterium labeled samples.39 This allows for the measurement of a set of
isotopically unique yet chemically identical samples, where the hydrogen-containing cor-
relations are weighted differently in each diffraction pattern.40 The quantity obtained in
a diffraction experiment, after relevant corrections is the so-called static structure factor
(F (Q)) viz.F (Q) =
∑
α,β≥α(2 − δαβ)cα cβ bα bβ (Sαβ(Q) − 1) where ci and bi are the rel-
ative concentration and scattering length of atom i, α or β, δαβ is the Kronecker delta
function, Q is the scattering vector, Q = (4 pi · sin θ)/λ with neutron wavelength λ and
scattering angle 2θ. Sαβ(Q) are the individual partial structure factors for each atomic
pair within the measured solution. These are related to the atomic distances in real space,
the radial distribution functions (RDFs; gαβ(r)s), by Fourier transformation via Sαβ(Q) =
1 + 4pi ρ
Q
∫
r · (gαβ(r)− 1) · sin(Qr) dr. Neutron diffraction data from 5 isotopically unique
samples and a complimentary X-ray diffraction pattern for the peptide KGPGK-NH2 in
aqueous solutions were collected at the ISIS Neutron and Muon Source (STFC, UK) and
analyzed as previously described.30 For the neutron diffraction experiments, each solution
contained the same molecular ratio of KGPGK:water and varied only with respect to the
H/D ratio in the solutions. Specifically each solution was prepared, by weight in a ratio of
KGPGK+3:3TFA−:346H2O. For the X-ray diffraction experiments the fully protiated sample
was measured at the same molecular ratio as for the neutron diffraction experiments. A full
description of the neutron diffraction measurements for this work are described elsewhere.30
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As stated above, these particular systems were designed to ‘trap’ the peptides in the
process of folding in order to assess the structural role water has in this process. As fully
functional proteins and some peptides fold on milli to microsecond timescale26,27 and as such
it would not be possible to assess the different conformational states during folding as folding
would occur faster than the experiment. Specifically, KGPGK contains an YPGX sequence
which are often found in β-turning motifs in proteins,,7,18–22,25 yet also contains terminal
lysine side chains which carry a charge in the solution. This not only aids in keeping the
molecule in solution at a reasonable concentration for the neutron diffraction measurements
but also will minimize the occurrence of fully-folded KGPGK conformations in solution.
That there are a range of intermediate folding states for KGPGK in the measured solution
is evident from the analysis of the diffraction data below.
Empirical potential structure refinement (EPSR) is a reverse Monte Carlo technique
where the atomic conformation of the simulated system is constrained to fit a set of diffraction
data. EPSR uses a box of molecules at the same concentration, density and temperature
as the experimental diffraction measurements. Starting potentials for each unique atom
are refined iteratively until the EPSR-simulated diffraction data shows agreement with the
experimental data.28,41 For the work presented here, the KGPGK peptide was modeled in
a box containing 20 KGPGK molecules, 60 TFA− ions and 6920 water molecules at the
measured density (ρ = 0.101 atoms Å−3) and temperature of the experiments (298K) as
previously described.30 The EPSR simulation contained a mixture of cis and trans KGPGK
molecules (with respect to the Gly-Pro bond) in ratios which correspond with that measured
by 1H NMR (15%cis ; 85%trans). Starting potentials for the KGXGK molecules were taken
from the CHARMM36 forcefield,42–44 for the TFA− ions from the CHARMM General force
field45,46 and the water molecule starting potentials from the TIP3P model47 which has
been modified for the CHARMM force field.48 The same potentials were used for the MD
simulations and are listed in the SI. The peptide starting conformation was identical to the
KGPGK simulation in MD.
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Molecular dynamics
MD simulations of KGPGK in solution were performed at the same molecular ratios as the
diffraction measurements and EPSR simulations. Each system contained 20 KGXGK-NH2
molecules (with trans G-P peptide bonds), 60 TFA− counter ions and 6920 water molecules.
All of the bonds and angles for the water molecules were constrained using the SHAKE
algorithm49 and the simulations were conducted using GROMACS 4.50 MD simulations
were also performed on three further peptides - KGGGK, KGSGK and KGLGK (each with
a C-terminal amide cap -NH2 and as a trans-conformer). Each simulation contained 20
peptides, 60 TFA molecules and 6920 water molecules using the same force fields as for
KGPGK.
Each of the 4 MD simulation boxes were constructed using the Packmol software,51 and
for each, in order to eliminate atomic overlaps, an energy minimization simulation was used.
Subsequently, a 2 ns simulation using the NVT ensemble with a target temperature of 300 K
was performed for temperature equilibration, followed by a 2 ns NPT simulation at 300K and
1 atm, for a volume and pressure equilibration. A NPT production simulation was performed
at 300 K and 1 atm for 50 ns with a time step of 2 fs for each of the four peptides. For all
simulations, the Nose-Hoover thermostat52,53 was used to control the temperature and the
Martyna-Tuckerman-Tobias-Klein (MTTK) barostat54 was used in the NPT simulations to
control the pressure. A cut-off of 14 Åwas used for the van-der-Waals interactions, and the
long range Coulombic interactions were calculated using the particle mesh Ewald (PME)
algorithm.55,56
It should be noted that neutron and X-ray diffraction measures the instantaneous struc-
ture of molecules in solution and ‘snapshots’ of these instantaneous structures are collected
during the diffraction experiments. As a result the EPSR simulation, which is constrained
by the measured data, will depict the average distribution of peptides throughout the sim-
ulation but not the transition between the peptides in the process of folding. Conversely,
MD will measure the peptides in the process of folding where any one given peptide can be
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tracked over the course of the simulation.
In order to evaluate the stability of the ‘folding states’ of each KGXGK peptide, the
probability of a peptide of remaining in each of the three identified conformational states,
e. g. their lifetimes, as well as the probability that a peptide would transition from one con-
formational state to another was determined. In order to do this, the conformation that
each peptide adopted (based on the O2· · ·N5 distance) was determined for each snapshot
of the trajectory. To calculate the lifetime probabilities, once a peptide transitioned into a
new conformation, the number of consecutive snapshots (separated by 4 ps timesteps) where
the peptide remained in its particular conformational category - ‘open’, ‘medium’ or closed
- were used to give the lifetime of that peptide in that particular conformation. The dis-
tributions of these conformational lifetimes across the entirety of the production simulation
for each KGXGK peptide was normalized to the number of times that the peptides in the
system adopted a configuration in a given state. Similarly, the transition probabilities from
one ‘folding state’ (i) to another (j) were determined by counting the number of times that
a peptide is in conformation i in configuration t and then found in conformation j in con-
figuration t+ 1, and then normalized by the product of the number of configurations in the
entire trajectory and to the number of peptides in the system.
ANGULA analysis
Figure 1 shows the labeling of the peptide residues and backbone dihedral angles. 4000
configurations of the EPSR and MD simulations were analyzed using ANGULA,57,58 a total
of 80,0000 KGXGK peptide molecules being analyzed for each system. Specifically, the
distribution of the β-turn O2· · ·N5 distances was determined and used as a ‘folding criteria’.
The cut-offs for the ‘folding groups’ were set at 4.5 and 6.0 Å (7 s.f.), where specifically
‘closed’ conformations ranged from 0-4.5 Å, ‘medium’ conformations from 4.5 - 6.0 Åand
‘open’ for all configurations with an intra-peptide O2· · ·N5 > 6.0 Å.
The underlying conformational changes that accompany the closing of the O2· · · distance,
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forming a direct intra-peptide hydrogen bond, are analyzed using the peptide backbone
dihedral angles. These dihedral angles can also be correlated with each other (Fig. 4) or
used as a criterion for quantification of specific peptide backbone conformations (Fig. 5)
using the ANGULA program. It is also possible to determine standard deviation of whole
dihedral angle distributions or individual peaks.
ANGULA also allows for the relative positions and orientations of molecules and atoms to
each other to be obtained.59,60 By combining nearest neighbor water analysis of two peptide
sites it is also possible to identify peptide sites that share the same water molecule, i. e. are
bridged and stabilized by a water molecule (Fig. 8).
Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the measured X-ray and neutron diffraction patterns, after appropriate cor-
rections (F (Q)), for the various isotopomers of KGPGK in aqueous solution and the EPSR
fits to these data as have been previously presented and described.30 In addition, this fig-
ure shows the Fourier transformation of each data set, the total pair-correlation functions
G(r)s, again compared with the EPSR fits in real space. The difference curves for the F(Q)
data show good agreement between the data and EPSR model and the comparison between
Fourier transformation of both model and fit is in excellent agreement.
Peptide ‘folding’ groups
As the KGXGK peptides are in the process of folding in solution, there will naturally be
a variable distribution of peptide conformations throughout the course of the diffraction
experiments and within the subsequent simulations. In order to classify the different con-
formations of the ‘folding’ states, the peptides have been assigned to one of three different
groups (‘closed’, ‘medium’ and ‘open’) throughout all of the simulations using ANGULA.
The criteria for these groupings is the O2· · ·N5 (Fig. 1) intra-peptide distance as this is the
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Figure 2 Left panel: Measured neutron and X-ray diffraction data F (Q) (circles) for
KGPGK in aqueous solution compared to the EPSR fits to this data (solid lines) along with
the differences between data and fit (cyan lines). Right panel: Fourier transformation of the
data (circles) and EPSR fits (solid lines) in real space (G(r)).30 Both F (Q)s and G(r)s have
been shifted vertically for clarity.
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site of the i to i + 3 β-turn.7,19 The percentage of peptides within each folding group are
shown for the KGXGK peptides in Table 1. The ‘closed’ distance range is up to the maxi-
mum distance that could be considered a direct i→ i+3 hydrogen bond, thus giving a fully
folded peptide.
Table 1 Percentages of KGXGK peptides in the ‘closed’, ‘medium’ and ‘open’ folding con-
formations based on the O2· · ·N5 distance (i→ i+ 3 β-turn position).
closed / % medium / % open / %
(0 – 4.5 Å) (4.5 – 6.0 Å) (6.0 – 10 Å)
EPSR KGPGK 7.6 31.2 61.2
MD
KGPGK 2.2 34.5 63.3
KGLGK 2.7 13.8 83.5
KGSGK 1.2 14.4 84.4
KGGGK 1.3 14.0 84.7
The ‘medium’ and ‘open’ grouping were designated by reference to the RDFs for the
KGPGK intra-peptide O2· · ·N5 distances (Fig. 3) from the MD simulations, where these two
folding groups can be roughly distinguished. The EPSR simulations for this peptide show
a broader range of peptide O2· · ·N5 distances, particularly in the ‘closed’ and ‘medium’
folded states from 3.0 to 5.0 Å. This is most likely a result of the difference in the simulation
techniques (as described in the Methods) where ‘short-lived’ intermediate conformations are
more likely to be observed in the diffraction data and thus the EPSR simulations. Neutron
and X-ray diffraction measures a series of snapshots in solution, where each snapshot gives
the instantaneous structure of KGPGK in solution. EPSR, as it is constrained to fit this
experimental data, will give a distribution of peptides which captures the peptide molecules
at a variety of conformational states as the molecules are moving in solution. Comparatively,
as a result of the classical forcefields used to solve Newton’s classical equations of motion,52
MD can show a more limited distribution of molecular conformations for these molecules
in solution. This difference in conformational distributions is apparent in Fig. 3 for the
’medium’ peptides. However even though there is a broader distribution of ‘medium’ folded
peptides, with respect to the O2· · ·N5 distance in EPSR, overall the % of these peptides as
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shown in Table 1 within each range is consistent with the MD simulations.
Figure 3 Intrapeptide RDFs for the O2· · ·N5 distance (i → i + 3 β-turn interaction) for
KGXGK peptides. The distribution limits for each conformational group - ‘open’, ‘medium’
and ‘closed’ - as listed in Table 1 are indicated with dotted lines.
As expected, Table 1 shows that most of the KGXGK peptides are not closed or fully
folded in solution. Of these the few peptides which do fully fold, KGPGK and KGLGK
are more likely to be found in ‘closed’ conformations. While in comparison, KGGGK and
KGSGK have relatively fewer fully folded motifs. Interestingly, the largest difference between
the different KGXGK peptides is that KGPGK has a significantly higher proportion of
peptides within the ‘medium’ O2· · ·N5 distance range in both MD and EPSR fits to the
diffraction data, with around 30-35% of the peptides in the intermediate (‘medium’) stage
of folding.
Figure 4 shows Ramachandran plots61 ([φ, ψ] plot) for the Pro3 and Gly4 residues in
the ‘open’, ‘medium’ and ‘closed’ conformations for KGPGK from both EPSR fits to the
diffraction data and from the MD simulations. These two residues are the only ones within
KGPGK which show significant changes upon the transition from open to closed, other than
the X3 dihedrals (vide infra; the remaining dihedral angles are shown in the SI). In this
figure, the conformational groups from the EPSR fits to the diffraction data are less clearly
defined compared with MD, again due to the broader distribution of conformations observed
in the diffraction experiments. Interestingly and most notably, the conformational changes
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Figure 4 Ramachandran plots for the Pro3 and Gly4 residues in KGPGK for ‘medium’
and ‘closed’ conformation groups from EPSR (left) and MD (right). Also depicted for the
EPSR plots are the Pro3/Gly4 correlations giving rise to the I, II, III and IV ‘medium’
conformations as determined using ANGULA.
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between ‘open’, ‘medium’ and ‘closed’, are not only found for φGly4 and ψGly4 but also within
φPro3.
Table 2 Dihedral angle values for KGPGK from MD and EPSR fits to the diffraction data
from Ramachandran plots shown in Fig. 4.
Conformation φPro3 ψPro3 φGly4 ψGly4
EPSR
medium I 45(±17)° −142(±11)° 72(±37)° −129(±51)°
medium II −27(±13)° −32(±12)° 72(±37)° −129(±51)°
medium III −18(±14)° 146(±15)° −50(±22)° −68(±18)°
medium IV −18(±14)° 146(±15)° 89(±18)° 137(±18)°
closed −36(±14)° −32(±12)° −19(±60)° −112(±20)°
MD medium −53(±16)° 129(±25)° 73(±22)° −172(±36)°closed −51(±17)° −134(±20)° 82(±32)° 32(±29)°
From Figure 4, roughly 4 ‘medium’ peptide- conformations can be identified and quanti-
fied using ANGULA from the EPSR, and only one medium is present in the MD simulations.
Table 2 delineates the Ramachandran angles shown in Fig. 4 for each of these ‘medium’ con-
formations. Again it is worth noting that EPSR is constrained to the diffraction data and
as such is expected to contain a comparatively larger range of conformations for KGPGK
in solution. Conformations I and II show two distinct proline backbone conformations for
the Pro3 angles where these these two folded states are both linked to a single conformation
with respect to the Gly4 backbone dihedral angles. Conversely, a single conformation for
Pro3 is linked to two conformations for the Gly4 backbone dihedral angles to give conformers
III and IV. The corresponding plots in Figure 4 from MD, as expected, shows more limited
distributions with respect to the ‘medium’ KGPGK peptides. In MD, a single predominant
conformation is present for the peptides in this intermediate stage of folding, where this
roughly corresponds to conformations III and IV with respect to the Pro3 Ramachandran
angles and conformations IV and I for the Gly4 Ramachandran angles in EPSR. The ‘closed’
conformation Ramachandran plots show more limited KGPGK conformations found from
the EPSR fits to the diffraction data, compared with the distribution of ‘medium’ conforma-
tions, with the largest population of the ‘closed’ conformation in EPSR shown in Table 2.
MD shows a somewhat different ‘closed’ conformation when compared with the predominant
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Figure 5 Representative KGPGK peptide ‘medium’ and ‘closed’ conformations from EPSR
(left) and MD (right), corresponding dihedral angles found in Figure 4. The green lines
between O2 and O4 show the open ‘pathway’ bewteen these two atoms on the KGPGK
molecules.
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conformer from the EPSR fits to the experimental data.
Figure 5 shows the representative molecular structures for the ‘medium’-conformations
of the KGPGK peptides from the Ramachandran data shown in Fig. 4. In addition, the
populations of the 4 medium conformations observed in the EPSR fits to the diffraction data
have been quantified using ANGULA by using a larger angle deviation than that reported
in Table 2 (where the deviation was calculated) in order to ensure inclusion of all of the
peptides within the medium conformation group. The representative peptides were chosen
by random selection from each group as within each group the peptides are highly similar as
observed in Fig. 4. Although the peptides exhibit a broader range of possible conformations
in EPSR, as expected from the differences in simulation techniques where EPSR is more
representative of the measured diffraction data, it is clear that conformations III & IV are
similar to the single medium conformation observed in the MD simulations especially with
respect to the O2, O3 and O4 atoms. Specifically, the O2 and O4 atoms are pointed towards
the ‘inside’ of the peptide backbone where there is a clear ‘pathway’ between the O2 and O4
atoms, as indicated by the green dotted line in Fig. 5. There is a similar pathway between O2
and O4 apparent in conformation II for EPSR, although this is somewhat impeded by the
Pro2-Gly3 amide group being pointed in towards the ‘inside’ of the molecule. Conformation
I on the other hand shows the O2 and O4 atoms much further apart in space where these
two atoms are roughly oriented so they are pointing completely away from one another,
with the Pro2-Gly3 carbonyl between these two atoms. Despite having slightly different
conformations, KGPGK conformations II, III and IV in EPSR fits to the diffraction data
and the MD medium conformation suggest a ‘pathway’, as marked by the green lines between
O2 and O4 in Fig. 5.
Reflective of their Ramachandran plots, the ‘closed’ conformations from the EPSR fits
to the diffraction data and MD are somewhat different, especially with respect to the Gly4
orientation. In EPSR, this results in the most likely ‘closed’ conformation having the Pro3-
Gly4 peptide bond carbonyl (O3) pointed in the opposite direction from the O2 at β-turn
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position and in MD the ‘closed’ conformation shows O3 atom pointed towards the O2 atom.
For MD this closed peptide is remarkably similar to the ‘medium’ conformation with only
the O4 atom flipped out of the plane once the β-turn is formed. Similarly, the ‘closed’
conformer from EPSR shows O4 flipped away from the β-turn site. That both ‘medium’
and ‘closed’ conformers are similar in MD is likely due to a result of the dihedral constraints
within the simulation itself. Yet importantly, the relative position of the O4 atom during
the the ‘medium’ to ‘closed’ transitions is surprisingly similar between the two techniques.
Folding conformation transitions for KGXGK peptides
Figure 6 shows a comparison of the dihedral angles φGly4 and ψGly4 within the folding groups
from the MD simulations on the KGXGK peptides compared with KGPGK, where these
dihedral angles are the same as those used to generate the Ramachandran plot for the
Gly4 residue (Fig. 4 (left column)). The Gly4 angles are depicted as these are the dihedral
angles which are most significantly affected by the change in the O2· · ·N5 distance (all of
the dihedral angles for ‘open’, ‘medium’ and ‘closed’ conformations of all of the KGXGK
peptides are included in the SI).
Generally, in all KGXGK peptide conformations from MD there are two preferred φGly4
dihedral angle maxima at ' −75° and ' 75°. The universal trend is that in the ‘open’
conformations the overall preferred φGly4 dihedral angle value is -75° and upon folding from
‘open’ to ‘medium’ this preference shifts from -75° to 75°. Subsequently, the folded (‘closed’)
KGXGK peptides retain this preference for φGly4 ' 75° and the ψGly4-maximum shifts from
180° to 30° as the peptides transitions from ‘medium’ to ‘closed’. Interestingly, the ψGly4
dihedral angle is largely unchanged between the ‘open’ and ‘medium’ conformations. Across
the series of peptides the folding appears to occur via a specific intermediate transition
state where the conformation adopted by the peptides is depicted in Figure 6. For the
‘medium’ conformation of the peptides, rather than proceeding rapidly from open to closed,
the peptides fold in a two-step process: that is from open ↔ medium ↔ closed. The
17
Figure 6 Dihedral angle distributions of φGly4 and ψGly4, their change upon a closing
O2· · ·N5 distance (left) and representative conformations observed in all KGXGK peptides
in MD (right).
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transition probabilities between the three folded states -‘open’, ‘medium’ and ‘closed’ - in
all of the KGXGK peptides are consistent with this two-step mechanism. Table 3 shows
that there is a very low probability that a peptide does not proceed to folding through the
intermediate ‘medium’ conformation as evidenced by the virtual absence of open ↔ closed
transitions in all of the peptides (far right column of row 1 and first column of row 3 in Table
3).
Table 3 Transition probabilities in % between 4 ps snapshots in the MD simulations for
KGPGK (purple), KGLGK (red), KGSGK (blue) and KGGGK (green).
state(t)
state(t+4 ps) closed medium open KGXGK
closed
92.6 7.4 <0.1 KGPGK
87.7 12.1 0.2 KGLGK
85.0 14.4 0.6 KGSGK
74.8 24.8 0.4 KGGGK
medium
0.6 77.1 22.3 KGPGK
2.3 55.9 41.8 KGLGK
1.3 57.5 41.2 KGSGK
2.1 48.6 49.3 KGGGK
open
<0.1 9.6 90.4 KGPGK
<0.1 6.6 93.4 KGLGK
<0.1 6.6 93.4 KGSGK
<0.1 7.4 92.6 KGGGK
While KGPGK has the highest probability to remain ‘closed’ (92.6 %) compared to the
other peptides (≤ 88 %), all of the peptides once closed tend to remain folded despite the
number of folded peptides being low throughout all of the simulations (Table 1 ). KGPGK
has the lowest probability to transition into the ‘closed’ state from ‘medium’ (0.6 %) com-
pared to the other peptides (≥ 1.3 %), yet KGPGK has, by far, the highest probability to
stay in the ‘medium’ state (77.0 %) compared to the other peptides (≤ 56 %). KGPGK
has the highest probability to transition from ‘open’ to ‘medium’ (9.6 %) compared to the
other peptides (≤ 7.4 %) and the lowest probability to remain in the ‘open’ state (90.4 %)
compared to the other peptides (≥ 92.6 %). This data shows that the intermediate folding
state is stabilized in KGPGK relative to the other peptides within the KGXGK series.
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Figure 7 shows the lifetime of each of the folding conformations for KGPGK compared
with the other KGXGK peptides from the MD simulations. This figure gives the probability
that the KGXGK peptide remains in a certain ‘folding state’ for a given time. In all of
KGXGK peptides, the ‘open’ confirmation has the longest survival time and the presence
of long-lived ‘open’-conformations is similar between the series of peptides. Both KGPGK
and KGLGK show a larger proportion of peptides with quite long survival times (>1 ns) in
their ‘closed’ conformations resulting in an overall longer average survival time for these two
peptides with more hydrophobic residues. The relative longevity of the fully-folded state for
the series is in the order KGGGK < KGSGK < KGLGK < KGPGK. The most significant
difference between the four peptides is the survival time of peptides in the intermediate
folding conformation (‘medium’), which shows that KGGGK=KGSGK=KGLGK « KGPGK,
with KGPGK having a fairly significantly longer average survival time in this ‘medium’
folding conformation.
Water stabilization of the ‘medium’ state
Compared to the other KGXGK peptides, the ‘medium folding intermediate’ in KGPGK is
more stable in solution. In the medium conformation, the KGXGK peptides are not fully
folded, but rather are in the process of folding to form a fully folded peptide. Given that this
intermediate has a relatively long survival time, it is likely to be stabilized somehow by the
surrounding water molecules. From Figures 5 & 6 the intermediate ‘medium’ conformations
II and III from the EPSR fits to the diffraction data and in the intermediate ’medium’ confor-
mation from MD show similar conformations with both the O2 and O4 atom pointed towards
the ‘inside’ of the conformation. This suggests that the O2· · ·O4 distance is somehow rele-
vant to stabilization of these intermediate states in all of the peptides. To test this hypothesis
a nearest neighbor water analysis was performed using ANGULA. In this analysis, all of the
KGXGK peptides were analyzed to quantify how many peptides had water molecules that
were first nearest neighbors to both O2 and O4 atoms. Table 4 shows the percentage of
20
Figure 7 Distribution of average survival time of KGXGK peptide ‘folding states’ in MD.
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peptides in each ‘folding state’ that have one mediating water molecule between O2 and O4.
In all of the MD simulations ' 25 % of the ‘medium’ KGXGK peptides are stabilized by
the a first nearest neighbor water molecule which bridges the distance between O2 and O4.
In EPSR, which has a higher population of peptides within the ‘closed’ O2· · ·N5 distance
range, there is still a water molecule present between O2 and O4 even when KGPGK is close
to being fully folded. It should be noted that within this range in EPSR the peptides are not
completely folded as they are for MD as can be seen in Figure 3 where KGPGK in EPSR
shows no minimum at 4.5 Å and relatively few close nearest neighbor O2· · ·N5 contacts.
Table 4 Percentages of peptides with a bridging water molecule between O2 and O4 in
relation to the total number of peptides within the groups: open, medium and closed.
closed / % medium / % open / %
EPSR KGPGK 10.1 13.7 1.8
MD
KGPGK 1.7 27.2 4.7
KGLGK <0.1 23.5 3.7
KGSGK <0.1 23.8 3.0
KGGGK <0.1 24.0 7.2
The ‘medium’ KGPGK peptides which had a shared nearest neighbor water molecule
were further analyzed in order to understand the positioning and orientation of this shared
water molecule using ANGULA. Figure 8 shows the results of this analysis. The top row of
this figure shows the average O2· · ·O4 distance for the KGPGK peptides which have a single
mediating water. The plots below show the water position (relative to O2 in spherical polar
coordinates; row 2) and the Euler angle plots (θOR/ φOR (row 3) & θOR/ ψOR (row 4)) which
depict the water orientation around O2. It is evident in this figure that the water position
and orientation is virtually identical for both MD and EPSR fits to the diffraction data,
despite the differences in the ‘medium’ conformations found in the two different simulations
as shown in Figure 5. As shown in Figure 8, a nearest neighbor water molecule with the
determined relative position and orientation clearly forms a bridge between O2 and O4 in
the intermediate folding peptides. The two observed water orientations: 1. cos(θOR) ≈ -0.9,
φOR ≈ -150° ψOR ≈ 70° and 2. cos(θOR) ≈ 0.1, φOR ≈ -50° ψOR ≈ -30° are in fact identical
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as ANGULA does not take the symmetry of water molecules into account.
Figure 8 (Left) Mediating water between O2 and O4: Position and orientation relative
to the coordinate system assigned to O2. (Right) Most likely position and orientation of a
mediating water molecule.
This same water orientation between O2 and O4 is also observed for the other folding
’medium’ KGXGK peptides (see SI). Interestingly, this O2· · ·O4 interaction in the ‘medium’-
range peptides is sometimes bridged by the -NH +3 group on the lysine side chain (K1) rather
than the water molecules (picture in the SI). This is unsurprising given the proximity, polarity
and flexibility of this side chain and is likely responsible for the fact that only 25% of the
peptides are observed to have a bridging water stabilizing this intermediate state as the K1
side chain bridge does not occur concomitantly with the bridging water. Further, it should
be noted that individual water molecules will also move in and out of the O2· · ·O4 individual
binding sites and as such an individual water molecule may be exchanged throughout the
process of the simulation. These dynamics may also lead to the lower observed percentage
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of water-bridging observed for all of the peptides in Fig. 8.
What is special about proline in the i+1 position?
From the above analysis, the intermediate folding state in all of the KGXGK peptides appears
to be stabilized by a mediating water molecule that helps bridge between the polar motifs
of the peptide backbone. As observed for GPG in solution,7 it would appear that water
is likely to either facilitate or to stabilize the initiation of the β-turning process. Further,
the folding pathway appears to proceed from open → medium → closed and it may be that
this water-mediated bridge between O2 and O4 in the intermediate stage of folding is a
prerequisite in the formation of the β-turn between O2· · ·N5. The mechanism is consistent
between the series of peptides, yet the intermediate state is much more stable for KGPGK
compared to the other peptides (Fig. 7 & Table 3). So the question remains what is special
about proline in this position?
Figure 9 shows the peptide backbone dihedral angles in the variable residue X3 (φX3). Un-
surprisingly, these dihedral angles were found to be the most variable between the KGXGK
peptides in the MD simulations. The observed trend from the ‘open’ to ‘medium’ conforma-
tion is a shift in φX3 to ' −75° throughout the series of peptides. The only exception to this
is KGPGK which shows an average φX3 angle of ' −50° in all of the conformations, be they
open, medium or closed. While this clearly does not aid in the mechanism of folding, as this
mechanism appears to be consistent between all peptides (Fig. 6), it may provide stability to
the peptide structure as it begins to turn, and therefore prevent the KGPGK peptide from
unfolding. Thus, this stability may serve as a nucleation point for β-turn formation, which
may, in turn, nucleate the protein folding process.
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Figure 9 Dihedral angle distributions for the φX3 angle (as labeled in Fig. 1) for ‘open’,
‘medium’ and ‘closed’ conformations for the KGXGK peptides.
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Conclusions
From the data presented here it is appears that -GXG- containing peptides follow a consistent
mechanism of folding, which proceeds via a two-step process. As the peptides transition from
a fully unfolded state (open) to a fully folded conformation (closed) they do so by means
of an intermediate folding state rather than just closing in a single step. This two step
mechanism of folding appears to proceed by means of a water bridge between two of the
backbone carbonyl oxygens within the peptides, specifically the oxygens between the second
and forth peptide bonds of the molecule (O2 & O4; Fig. 1). This initiation of folding yields
a peptide conformation where the peptide motifs that participate in the i → i + 3 β-turn
formation, namely O2 and N5,are close enough to one another to nucleate folding into the
physiological structure found in proteins.
Although the EPSR fits to the experimental data and MD simulations of KGPGK show
somewhat different conformations in solution, as is expected from the difference in the sim-
ulations techniques- where one fits the experimental data which measures a larger range of
intermediates and the other (MD) has more limited transitions between conformations the
mechanism appears to be consistent between the two simulations of KGPGK. Further, and
perhaps most importantly, the orientation of the water molecules in the bridging site, be-
tween O2 and O4 in the intermediate folding transition state for KGPGK is identical between
the two simulation techniques. This confirms that site-specific hydration of water around
these groups is important in the folding process as it can stabilize and facilitate β-turn for-
mation in solution. Further, the same two-step folding process between ‘open’, ‘medium’
and ‘closed’ is consistent between all of the KGXGK peptides - suggesting a universal β-turn
folding mechanism for -GXG- containing motifs in proteins. Whilst the folding mechanism
is consistent regardless of the side chain in the X3 position, only KGPGK shows a highly
stabilized intermediate folding state.
The hypothesis that short-range interactions such as hydrogen bonds form secondary
structure elements before the hydrophobic collapse and subsequent formation of the tertiary
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structure of the protein has previously been suggested as a vital part of the framework
model.26 Although the KGXGK peptides does not form an organized secondary structure -
such as an α-helix or a β-pleated sheets, the results here suggest the formation of β-turns as
a possible nucleation site for protein folding in solution and the formation of intra-peptide
hydrogen bonds independent of a hydrophobic collapse. The results presented here are
supportive of the ‘framework’ rather than the ‘hydrophobic collapse’ model,62–64 especially
with respect to the initial stages of protein folding.
As suggested by Anfinsen, protein folding is most likely to be initiated at certain sites
within the polypeptide chain "that can participate in conformational equilibria between ran-
dom and cooperatively stabilized arrangements." 65 The data presented here suggests that
β-turn formation could be one of the initiation sites in protein folding as the -GXG- se-
quences measured here can transition from folded to unfolded, or vice versa. That is they
fluctuate in and out of their native conformation. Similarly, individual water molecules will
also likely flicker in and out of the nucleation site. Further, the peptides which contain the
-GPG- sequence are less likely to unfold, where the unique structure of proline causes the
-GPG- to adopt a more constrained set of conformations which prevent this peptide from
unfolding in solution. As a result, perhaps this sequence aids to stabilize this water-mediated
interaction so that the β-turn formation is nucleated to initiate protein folding in vivo. That
is, once the KGPGK peptides have formed this intermediate state they are less likely to fluc-
tuate to ‘open’ conformations than the other peptides, which perhaps explains the prevalence
of the -GPG- sequence in β-turn sequences25 observed in fully folded proteins.
Supporting Information
Supporting information is provided which contains a list of the seed-potentials used in the
EPSR fits to the diffraction data, a full atomic labeling scheme for the KGXGK molecules,
and details of the Euler angles used in the ANGULA analysis. A full set of the backbone
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dihedral angles for all of the KGPGK molecules in their conformational groups and RDFs for
the intra-peptide O2-O4 interactions for all of the ‘medium’ peptides and the distribution of
survival times from the MD simulations is also provided.
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